
 Morse functions and Thom's

jet transversality theorem

Recall from last time

We constructed a fibration Ilm PCM D.ME
gMM

I

P

M HID

Propes.it IED MxIiMxI be a pseudo isotopy
Then there is a path of elements f e Elm Osset

connecting pH MaoDD to the projection HEMM III
if and only if there is a one parameter family of

pseudo isotopies conneiting D to an isotopy

Theorem If Mal MMA EAD 833 i.e if every
path in 5km with end points in Elm deforms relative

to its endpoints to a path in Elm then every

pseudo isotopy of M deforms through pseudo isotopies
to the identity In particular in this case any
diffeomorphism 4 M M pseudo isotopic to the identity
is isotopic to the identity



p

Proof Since Ilm is contractible Cd
HgCFG ECM 5 Mo Elon
and the result then follows from 5 m
the above Proposition

Cerf's theorem Suppose that Is M 0 and the
dimension of is at least 5 Then Ty Flu ELM

i e every path in 5 M with end points in ECM

deforms relative to its end points to a path in ECM

Morse functions

We have reduled the pseudo isotopy problem to a statement

about the relative fundamental group of the pair 5 MI EMll

This is still quitehard

5 IM might be contractible but that doesn't help too much with

the pair 5 MI EMil FIM is quite complicated but

thankfully there are subspales 5 lml F'IMI F M

that we can explicitly understand with the properties



5 m is dense in FIMI
MMapss I 50km1054mA is dense in Maps I FIMI

Q MMapssAIR JKMMNFDFAMUIF.FM'M is dense in Maps ITFIMI

Using those results we will be able to substitute FIM
for JIMMY 5 CMIV54MIUF'M and explicitly study

this space

5OLM

This is the space of excellent Morse functions on M

Def Let f M IR be a smooth function and

PEM a critical point Recall this means that for some Ifp O
and hence any coordinate chart x2 exit around

p

ft o 70 A critical point p is called non degenerate or

of Morse type if the Hessian off at p
is non singular i.e Jett Effy

0

A smooth real valued function f is called Morse if
all its critical points are of Morse type
A Morse function is called excellent if its critical
values are pairwise distinct



Example of a Morse function that is not excellent

Theorem The spate of excellent Morse functions
5 IN is an open and tense subset of FINI TNR
in the C in fait 2 topology

I also promised an explicit understanding of FCM

Morse lemma if p is a nondegenerate critical point
of f F a coordinate chart ientered at p s t

fly xn flo x1 x txt t th

for some Oei en called the index of p
Proof sketch

g ibn
Step 1 Pick any coordinate systemaround p
We will find functions fi f sit



fly yal flol t Eggifily i ng

By the fundamental theorem of celialus we have

flags na Efflol t.fi fflexsn ttxyaDIe

By the Chair rule we have

fly if lol t I Ii ffltxysritgnlyi.tt

ft t É y ftp.fllagytittytdt
Using that p is a critical point Igf

101 0 and hence

fi o O so we can repeat this process and find

functions hi sit flags X flol tf Yi hi lys g
The proof proceeds by diagonalizing this quadratic form in
a nhbd of p using non degeneracy

Corollary Non deg iritilal points are isolated finite if M compact

Gradient like vector fields

No introduction to Morse functions can be complete

without at least a mention of gradient like
vector fields



Deft Let fi M IR be a Morse function A
vector field 3 recall this means a smooth section

of the tangent bundle pi TM SMI is a gradient like

vectorfield for f if

3348170 for all EMMICrieff
Recall Ilf Jfx 341 eTAHIRER

For any peCrit f there exists a Morse

coordinate chart U around p with coordinates

X1 Xi Xia xn so that

F Xs xn fly X x txt t txt
3 x2 Xn 2x 2x Exits 2Xn

g grotto iffy

Remark One could have chosen an alternative
definition of a gradient like vector field thatmay
sound more true to its name namely

Def 2 A veitor field on M is called

gradient like if it is the gradient vector field of
f with respect to some Riemannian metric g on M

Question Does Def I imply Def 2 Whatabout

the other way around



heorem For every Morse function fill IR there

exists a gradient like vector field

Proof Case to f has no critical points
For every pen there exists a coordinate chart

xs xn centered at p sit f totallylooks like

y y at Dflp X

Since M is compact there are finitelymany
such

charts Ui In each Ui choose the vector field

41,0 t 101 and glue all these vector fields together

using a partition of unity

the fled

Case 2 f has a single critical point p
Choose a Morse coordinate chart U around p

and an open subset O e N M U is compact

and fi Miu R is a Morse funition with no



critical points Choose a gradient like vector field
on M U using Case 1 Pull back on U the gradient

vector field of x i xn I I XE exit tx

Wrt the standard Euclidean metric Glue these

vector fields together using a partition of unity

Fit
Important takeaway Morse functions t associated

gradient like vector fields allow us to reconstruct

the topology of manifolds

For now we will postpone discussing this to

next time and concentrate instead on the

genericity of Morse functions



Jet bundles

Def Let M N be two smooth manifolds A germ
of smooth functions between M and N based at

EMM is an equivalence class of pairs Unf where

Ux is a neighborhood of x in M
F is a smooth map Ux

f N

Two such pairs Ux fl Ux if are equivalent

if there exists ve Un Ux such that

fly flu

Def A k jet with sourie M and target N is an

equivalence class of triples xx oryl where
EM YEN
o is a germ ofsmooth functions with Exley
two such triples x o y x oiy are

equivalent if

x X y y
all partial derivatives up to order

J IN IN K of o o at x agree

Def JIM NN is the set of all k jets from M to N



It has the structure of a smooth manifold and the

projections Jk Mint JKM N JKM N

gtm gin gfMxn

are fiber bundles

Remark Suppose that M is m dimensional and

N is n dimensional Let Min denote the fiber

of J M N 1 MxN over xy Then

T AMAly EI Atom TTM IgM E Homndian IRD
So each fiber has the structure of a veitor space

But we cannotmake these identifications in a canonical

way and we still only get the struiture of a fiberbundle

The Whitney topologies

We need a definition of the topology of CCM N in

order to make precise the notion that Morse functions

are generic
Def A subspace of a topological space is called

generic if it is open and tense



Let X Y be topological spaces We can define
a topology on the space of continuous maps
Maps X Y the compact open topology as follows

A subbasis is given by the collection of
NIK W ffeMMaepkx.MN ffk1kDeU where

KLEMM is compact

New is open

Remark If we consider the category of nice topological

spaces compactly generated weakly Hausdorff we

see that it is an enriched category using the compact open

topology Moreover we get a tensor hom adjunction

Maps XxY 21 E Maps X Maps 4,211

Upshot This is a good topology to consider on

mapping spaces

We are looking for a topology on CCM N

and more generally we will construct one on

M N

1stattempt Use the subspace topology for the



inclusion C M N C Maps M N with

Maps M N equipped with the compact open topology

Not a good idea we don't keep any track

of differentiability

2nd
attempt c Each C function F M in

defines a section Jr M N

jiffy'M
This defines a map of sets

M N
I

TIM JIM N

i TIM Jr MINI C MMappss MM STAMMWI and

is equipped with the subspace topology

ii There is a map fin
TIM JUM N r

M N

y mm

which is an inverse of j Consequently jr
is an inclusion and we can equip M N with

the subspace topology This is called the weak



Whitney topology on CCM N

Def For every v20 there exists an inclusion

484mmW a 484MWD We define the weak Whitney

topology on CCM N to be the coarsest topology
with respect to which all these inclusions are continuous

Now that we know with respelt to which topology we

try to prove that the space of Morse functions is generic

we need a tool to do so This will be Thom's jet
transversality theorem

Thom's jet transversality theorem

A crucial notion in differential topology is transversality
It gives us a criterion for when an intersection between
two smooth submanifolds is nice

Intuitively
U x

T

R2 R2 R2
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